Contact Person: Keith Humphrey

Department: Dean of Students

Email: khumphrey@email.arizona.edu

Phone: 621-7057

Project Name: UA Ethics & Integrity

Project Type: Other Both program and staffing

Funding Requested: 29,888

Starting: Fall 2009

Student priorities addressed: Students prioritized Expanded Learning Support as their second highest priority. This proposal seeks to enhance the learning environment on campus by promoting a culture of individual and academic integrity.

Is new project: Yes

length: Multi-year

Multi-year justification: This is request for multi-year funding as the outcome of this project is broad-based cultural change on campus. Such a transformation will take several years to embed into the student and faculty culture. Some of the items requested are one-time only items.

Is Services Fee sole funding: No

Will continue w/o funding: Yes

Explanation: This project will continue in a significantly limited fashion without Student Services Fee funding. Without Student Services Fee funding the only aspect of this project that would be implemented is the diversion workshop for students found responsible for plagiarism violations and therefore would only reach a segment of the student population. With funding educational resources would be made available to all students and faculty that can improve student’s performance in the classroom.

Director: Carol Thompson

Director's Email: cdt@email.arizona.edu
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